Blue Forklift Warning Light
A bright blue circle of light on the floor warns workers of an approaching vehicle

Forklifts & pedestrians don’t mix

Forklifts cause 20,000 serious accidents a year—and a fatality every three days. They’re usually the most dangerous machine in any operation that uses them.

Pedestrians may not see or hear industrial traffic around a corner, emerging from a rack aisle, around a corner, out of a trailer, or backing up while loading or unloading. These lights project a beam of light onto the floor ahead of or behind a moving vehicle (depending on light placement) to help warn people up to 15 feet in advance.

Bright and highly noticeable

Warning devices such as strobes are most effective when a pedestrian is able to see the forklift coming. If the pedestrian isn’t paying attention, or if the lift truck is emerging from a rack aisle or blind corner, strobes may not be helpful. But the warning light precedes the truck, signaling its approach.

- 2 high-performance LED’s (blue), IP 67 protection for dirt and water resistance, EMC protected, and passes SAE J1455 requirements for temperature, moisture, salt spray and shock proofing
- Works off forklift power and is always on. Power source: forklift power; multi-voltage (12V - 48V; Power draw: 9 Watts (0,7A (12 V)/0, 18A (48 V)
- Life expectancy: >20,000 hours
- Can be mounted front, rear, or both sides of a forklift, AGV, tow vehicle, or other any other vehicle that has on suitable board electric power
- Outfit your entire forklift fleet and integrate awareness into your training programs for maximum protection
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